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Expressions are found for the coordinate fractional parentage coefficients of an arbitrary 
multishell configuration in the form of a product of single-shell parentage coefficients and 
matrix elements of the transformation matrices of the permutation group and the rotation 
group. Formulas are presented for the matrix elements of the operators F and G in the 
case when they do not contain the spin variables. 

THE problem of computing the energy and other 
characteristics of a system of n identical particles 
meets with difficulties in constructing the wave 
function and in the complexity of the computations. 
The introduction of fractional parentage coefficients 
in the papers of Racah[t] definitely simplified and 
systematized such computations. Later a whole 
series of papers appeared on the calculation of 
fractional parentage coefficients for identical par
ticles (for a single shell). [2- 7] Parentage coeffi
cients for a configuration of several shells were 
obtained by Levinson, CsJ and an expression for the 
fractional parentage coefficients of a two-shell 
configuration was used earlier by Elliott and 
Flowers. [9] Balashov, Tumanov, and Shirokov[to] 
obtained formulas for the matrix elements of con
figurations consisting of several shells by applying 
the methods of second quantization. 

If the operators do not contain the spin vari
ables, then to compute their matrix elements we 
need only know the parentage coefficients of the 
coordinate wave function. In the present paper we 
derive formulas for the coordinate fractional 
parentage coefficients of an arbitrary multishell 
configuration. We show that these coefficients are 
expressible as products of coordinate fractional 
parentage coefficients for a single shell and 
matrix elements of the transformation matrices 
of the permutation group and the rotation group. 
In addition we give formulas for the matrix ele
ments of single-particle and two-particle opera
tors which depend only on the spatial coordinates. 

1. TWO-SHELL CONFIGURATION 

The primary interest in quantum mechanical 
calculations is the computation of matrix elements 
of operators of the type [ttJ 

n n 

i=l i<j 

It is therefore convenient to represent the wave 
function of a system of n particles as an expan
sion in which one or two particles are separated 
out; the coefficients in such an expansion are 
called fractional parentage coefficients. We write 
the formal expansion of the coordinate wave func
tion for a configuration consisting of two shells.* 

a) Removal of a single particle, parentage co
efficients of the type <n- 1, 1 I} n>: 

= ~ ~ <p ((l~'-1 [/.,~] a~L~, l~' (},2 ] a2L 2 )[/.,'] (r') L', /1 ; LM) 
A~ a~L~L' 

+ ~ ~ cp ((t~· [A,d a 1L 1 , f~d [A.;] a;L~) [A'] (r') L', /2 ; LM) 
A; a~L~L' 

The function cp is formed as follows: we vector 
couple the wave function of n'th particle to the 
wave function with permutation symmetry 

(1) 

[A'] ( r') for the configuration of n - 1 particles. 
There is no summation over [A'] ( r') since the 
assignment of the Yamanouchi symbol ( r) 

*Throughout the paper we use the notation of our previous 
work, [t•] references to which are indicated by a Roman nu
meral I. The quantum numbers of the configuration left after 
removal of a particle are indicated by a prime, those of the 
removed particle by a double prime. 
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uniquely determines the symmetry of the ( n - 1) 
particles ( cf. [2- 3]). 

b) Removal of two particles, parentage coeffi
cients of the type <n- 2, 2 I }n>: 

<I> ((l~' [Ad a1L1, 1~· [/,2] a 2L2) [/,] (r'r") LM) 

= ~ ~ <p ((l~'-2 [/,~] a~L~, l~' [A2] a 2L2) [/,'] 

A~ <X~L~L~L' 

X (r') L', ti [/,"] L~; LM) 

X ((l~'-2 [/,~] a~L~, l~' [/,2] a 2L2) [/,'] L', 

---* ti [/,"] L~;L I} t~· [Ad a1Lv l~' [/,2] a 2L2; [/,] L) 

+ ~ ~ <p ((l~· [Ad a1L1, 1~'-2 [/,~] a~L~) [A,'] (r') L', 
h; a~L~L;L' 

X l~ [/,"] L;; LM) ((t~· [Ad a 1L1 , 1~'-2 [/,~] a~L~) [A,'] L', 

-> l~ [ /,"] L;;L I} 1~· [Ad a1L1, l~' (/,2] a2L2; [A, I L) 

+~ 

X [/,'] L',---* 1112 [/,"] L" ;LI} 1~' [/,1] a1L1, l~' 

X [/,2] a2L2; [/,] L). 

The choice of the representation [A.'), when re
duced to the subgroup Sn- 2 x S2, corresponds to 
assigning the symmetry of [A.'] ( r') and [A."], so 
there is no summation over these symbols. 

(2) 

To find the fractional parentage coefficients 
defined in (1) and (2) we shall start from formula 
I (20). Our problem is to transform it to the form 
(1) and (2). 

Let us go through the derivation for the case of 
removal of two particles. For ( r )A in I (20) we 
choose ( r' r" ). Just as in [s], we divide the sum 
over Q into four sums, according to the effect of 
the permutations on the coordinates of the 
( n - 1 )-st and n-th particles: we denote by Q1 

those permutations which bring n - 1 and n to 
the positions n1 - 1 and n1, by Q2 those which 
bring n - 1 to the position n1, by Q3 those which 
bring n to n1, and by Q4 those permutations which 
leave n - 1 and n in their places. It is obvious 
that 

(n-2)! (n-2)! 
n(Q 1)= (n1-2)!n21 ' n(Q 2)=n(Q,,)=(nt-1)!(n2-1)!' 

~ 
~ n! n(Q) = k.l n(Qi) = - 1 - 1 • (3) . n1.n2. 
l=l 

Every permutation Qi can be represented in the 
form of a product QiPi, where Pi brings n - 1 

and n to the appropriate places, while Qi does 
not act on them, i.e. Q{E Sn_2. It is not difficult to 
show that we can choose the following permuta
tions for Pi* 

n2 odd, 
n2 even; (4) 

Let us consider the sum over Q1. When trans
formed appropriately, this sum should give ex
plicit expressions for the fractional parentage co
efficients of the type <1~1-2 1~2 , 1I 1}1~1 1~2 >. Af
ter applying P 1 to cp, we have 

~1 = c ~ ~([/,] (r'r") l QJ! [A,] (r1r 2)) 

r 1 r 2 Q~ 

X Q~<p'(t~· [/,]] (r1) a1L1, t;• [/,2] (r2) Y..2L2: 

-->l M i I ,2, ... , n1 - 2, n- I, n; n1 - I, n1 , .•• , n- 2); 

[ f ]
1/o _ _,_ nt!n,! -

C-- --
fl-,fl-, n! · 

(5) 

The arrangement of the particle numbers in the 
argument of the function cp' corresponds to the 
distribution of the particles over the shells. Since 
we sum over the Yamanouchi symbols, the expres
sion (5) can be replaced by the equivalent expres-
sion 

'\' .t...Jt = c 
~-~ r;~o~ r 1 Q~ 

X Q~ <p'(l~' [Ad (r~r;) a1L1, z~· [/,2] (r2) a 2L2; 

---*LMII,2, ... , n1-2, n-1, n;n1-l,n1 , ... ,n-2). 
(6) 

We strip off the particles n - 1 and n from 
the first shell using the fractional parentage co
efficients for that shell, and then change the order 
of coupling of the orbital angular momenta so that 
the group 1?c2 is coupled to 1~2. When we do this, 
we get a transformation matrix for the rotation 
group, in other words, a matrix which transforms 
between different schemes for coupling the orbital 
angular momenta: [t3] 

<p' = 2j <p" ((1~.-2 [/,~] (r;) a~L~, [~· [/, 2 ] (r2 ) a2Lz) L', 

X Zi [/,~] L;; LM)(l~'-2 [/,~]a~L~, n[/,~] L~;L 1 i}l~' 

X [/, 1 ]a 1L1)(((L~Lz) L'L~) L i ((L~L~) L1L2) L). (7) 

We write the matrix element as Q1 = Q1P1 ac
cording to the formula for multiplication of the 
matrices chosen for the intermediate state with 
permutation symmetry of the function cp" and a 

*We choose for Q the pennutations which preserve the 
increasing order of numbering of particles within each shell. 
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definite permutation symmetry [1.'] for the first 
n - 2 numbers: 

([A] (r'r") I Q~Prl [A] ((r~r~) A1r2)) 

= ~([A 1 (r'r") I Q~l [A l ((r~r2) ~~ r;)) 
> <f"-1 ((r~r2) ~~r~) i Prll"-1 ((r~r~) "-rr2)). (8) 

Since Q!E Sn_2, the sum over "A' is replaced by 
Ol\.' "A' and in addition we also get 6 rt' r". It is not 
difficult to show that P1 is a matrix of type I (18), 
i.e. it is diagonal in [ "'Ai] ( ri) and is independent 
of the Yamanouchi symbols. Consequently the 
summation in (8) drops out. 

We substitute (7) and (8) in (6). Since 

~ ~ ((/,'] (r') I Q~ I [A'] (r~r2)) Q~q/' ([A,~] (r~), [/..2] (1'2), [A'']) 

= c'CD (([/"~] l"-21) [/,'] (r'), [A,"]), 

f f I f 1 

, \ 1'' (n-2)! \' (9) 
C = \----y;::-- (n1 -2)!nz!J · 

the summation ~1 finally takes the following 
form* 

~1=cc'~ ~ CD((l~'-2 [/,~]o:~L~, t;'[A2]o:2L2)['A'](r')L', 
!.~ cx~L~ L~L' 

X ti [/,"] L~; LM)(l~'-2 [ A,~]a; L~, li [/.."] L~; L1\} l~' l"-d 

X O:rLJ) ([A,J((A,~/,2)/,'A,") II Prfl [AJ((A,~A,")ArA2)) 

(10) 

Comparing this expression with the first term in 
(2), we get the following formula for the fractional 
parentage coefficients: 

((l;'-21 t..;] o:;L~, t;• l"-2l o:2L,) [A'] L', Zi [A,"JL~;Lr!} l~' [Ad 

L l n, . , 1 nr ( nr ·- 1) f f),_' }'/, 
xo:r 1,-.,. 2 I"-2Jo:2L2, I"'JL)=\fd,, n(n-1) 

x (l~'-2 [A~] o:;L~, Zi [/,"] L~; Lr [} l~' 1"-rl a 1Lr) 

X ([A] ((A,~/,2) "-'"-")II Prfl [A]((/,~/,") "-r"-2)) 

x (((L~L2) L' L~) L I ((L;L~) L1L2) L). 

Proceeding similarly with the fourth sum, 
which contains a summation over Q4, and com
paring it with the second term in (2), we get 

((l~' [Arl a 1L1 , l~'-2 [A~] a~L~) [A']L', l~ [A") L;;L [} 

X l~' 1"-d atLr, __,.[~'[A2 ] a2L2; [A] L) 
t~.t I lf, 

= {~ ne (n2 -1) } (ln,-2 [A'] ex' Ll !?[/,"] L". L [} 
[ 1_.[,, n(n-1) 2 2 2 2• 2 2• 1 

X t;'[A2 ]a2L2)([Aj((A 1 A~)A,'A,") I [/,1(/,J(A,~A,") "-2)) 

(11) 

X (((L1L~)L'L;)L I (L1 (L~L;)L2)L). (12) 

*To simplify the writing, in indicating the method of re
duction we write all the intermediate [Ai] without the square 
brackets. 

To find the parentag-e coefficients 
n1-1 n2-t n1 :n2 

<Z1 l2 , l1l2l} l 1 l2 > we must combine the 
second and third sums. First we transform the 
third sum: 

~3 = C ~ ~([A] (r'r") I Pn, n-1 Q2[ [A] (r1r2)) Q3(jl 
rlrz Q; 

= c ~ ~([A"][ Pn, n-rii"-"J>([A] (r'r")[ Q2ll"-l (rrr2))Q3(jl· 
r,r, Q~ (13) 

Combining it with the second, we obtain 

~2 + ~3 = C ~ ~ (1 + ((A"J[ Pn, n-r[[A"J) Pn, n-1) 
r1r2 Q' 

2 

n 1 + 1 . . . n- 2, n). (14) 

Next, separating off the particles n-1 and n from 
the first and second shells by using the single
shell parentage coefficients and carrying out some 
transformations, we get the required expression: 

((l~'-1 [A~] a;L~, z~·-r [A~] a~L;) [/,'] L', 1112 [/,"] L"; Lf} 

Xl~'[Ar]a1L1 -->-l~'(/,2]a2L 2 ; [A]L) 

f.J If I 'I 

{ \ \ 2nrnz } ' 
- t~.~h,h, n(n-1) 

X (/~'-1 [A;] a;L;, 11; Lr[} l~' l"-rl arLr) 
n2-1 . ' ' 'j . n2 

X (/2 l"-2l a2L2, l2; L2l} l2 l"-2! a2L2) 

X ([A] ((A,;A,~) A,'A,") II P 2ll [A] ((/,;1) Ar (/,~1) A2)) 

x (((L;L~)L'L")L [((L;l1)Lr(L;l2)L2)L). (15) 

To obtain the fractional parentage coefficients 
<n- 1, 11} n>, we divide the sum over Q in 
I (20) into two sums. In the first sum we include 
the permutations which bring particle n to posi
tion n1. From it we obtain the form of the coeffi
cients < z~1-1 l~2• l1 I} l~1Z~2 >. The second sum 
includes those permutations which leave the n-th 
particle fixed, and gives us <z?1z~2- 1 ' l21} z?1 z~2 >. 
As a result we have 

<(l~'-1 1"-~1 a~L;, t;• l"-2l a2L2) [/,'] L', lr; L[} I~' 1"-rl arLr, 

{ 
fAt AI }';, 1 I I 

___,.[~' (A2] a2L2; [A] L) = --1 ~ (/~'-1 [Ar] arLr, lr; 
f1.' f,_, n 

Lr[} /~' [Ar] arLr) ([A) ((/..;A-2) 1..'1) II Pn, n-r. .. n,[[ [A] 

x((A; 1)A1 A2)) (((L;L2)L'l1 ) L((L;l1 )L1L2)L); (16) 

((I;' [Ar] a1Ll> z;,-r [I"~] a~L~) (A'] L', /2; L [} l~' [Ar] a1Lr. 

{ f,J!., n}'/2 n-l 1 I 1/ __,.z;• l"-2l a2L2 ; [A) L) = t-;:!
1
.', ~ (l2' l"-2! a2L2 2; 

L2[} z;· 1"-21 a2L2) ([A) ((ArA~) /,'1) I [A] (Ar (/,~1) /,2)) 

X (((L1L~) L'l2) L [ (Lr(L~l2) L2) L). (17) 
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All our formulas for the parentage coefficients 
are diagonal in the shells from which no particles 
were split off, and the transformation matrices 
repeat the coupling scheme in the two parts of the 
parentage coefficient. It is not hard to see that for 
the special case of the antisymmetric representa
tion [ :\] = [ 11 ... 1] the formulas for the paren
tage coefficients go over into the corresponding 
formulas in the paper of Levinson, [S] since, for 
the one-dimensional representations the transfor
mation matrices of the permutation group, which 
appear in the formulas, are equal to unity except 
for a phase factor. 

2. ARBITRARY MULTISHELL CONFIGURATION 

When there are k shells present, to character
ize a state with a given permutation symmetry and 
total orbital angular momentum we must also give 
k-2 intermediate symmetry patterns and k-2 in
termediate orbital angular momenta. We shall de
fine the fractional parentage coefficients for such 
a configuration by generalizing the expansion of 
the coordinate wave function for two shells given 
in (1) and (2): 

ell ((l~'[Ad rx1L1 ... l~k [Ak] cxkLk)8 bt. [A] (r) biLM) 
k 

(lnl ni-l , ' , nk 
X( 1 [Adrx1L1 ... l; [A;]cx;Lz ... lk [Ak] 

X cxkLk)8 ,bt.· [A'] buL', 

-+lz; L\} {!~'[Ad rx1L1 .•. ) 8 bt. [A] bLL). (18) 

B and B' are the coupling schemes for the shell 
symmetry patterns and orbital angular momenta 
(cf. I); bA and bL are respectively the sets ofin
termediate symmetry patterns and intermediate 
orbital angular momenta. The summation extends 
only over those symmetry patterns and orbital 
angular momenta in b:\' and bv which appear 
when we strip off a particle. Furthermore, 

ell ((l~' [Ad rx1L1 .. . l~k [Ak] cxkLk)8 bt. [A] (r'r") bLLM) 

" n n·-2 , , , nk 
X L1; LM)({l1 '[A1]rx1L1 ... l1 ' [A;]rx;Lz .•. lk [Ak] 

X cxkLk)B' bt.• [A'] buL', --+ l~ [A"] L; ; L\} 

X (/~'[Ad rx1L1 ... )8 bt.[A]bLL) 

, , nj-1 , , ' ILk B' 1 

X rx,L; ... --+ li [Aj] cxiLi ... lk [Ak] rxkLk) bt.· [A] 

X (r') buL', l,li [A."] L"; LM)((l~' [Ad rx1L1 •.• 1;1 - 1 [A;] 

' ' 11 j -1 ' ' ' 11 k B' 
X aiLi ... li [Ail rxiLi ... lk [l.k] cxkLk) 

--+ bt.· [A'] buL', lili [/.!'] L"; L\} (l~' [A1 ] a 1L1 .•• ) 
8 bt.. 

X [A] bLL), (19} 

To obtain the fractional parentage coefficients de
fined in (18) and (19) we shall start from the ex
pression I (21) for the wave function. The compu
tations are similar to those for the case of two 
shells, but are more complicated. We shall give 
only the results. 

In the case of < n - 1, 1 I} n>, 
n, " ni-l • ' ' 11 k o L Bb A' b L' ((II [Adrx1L1 ... li [A,]rx,Lz ... lk [~~.k]ak k) t..•[ 1 u . 

-> lz; Lt\}(l~' [Ad rx1L1 ••• ) 11 bt.. [A] bLL) 

f 1-f • '' 
{ 

I.. n. \ · 2 n ·-1 ' • • "· 
= _f_t_, __!__f ({,-' [A;] rx,L,, l,; L,i} 1/[A,]rx,L,) 

A' Ai n I 

X ([A] ((Al ... A; ... "-k)8.l)).·A'l) !i pjl> II [A] ((Al.'. (A; I) 

B ·, I B' , 
X At ... Ak) b.)) (((L1 ... L, .. . Lk) buLl,) 

X L I (Ll' '. (U,) L,' .. Lk)B bLL). (20) 

In the case of < n - 2, 21} n>, for the strip-
ping off of two particles from the same shell, 

X!l"-tl rx,L,)([A] ((A1 ... A; ... Ak)B' bt.·A'A") II P)2> II [A] 

X ((AI ... (A;A") A., ... Ak) 8 b,))(((L, ... ( ... Lk)B' 

X buL' L;:) L! (L1 ••• (L;L;) L, ... Lk)8 bLL). (21) 
For stripping off from different shells, 

n1 ni -1 ' ' ' nj -1 , , , 
<(ll ['A.,] rx1L1 .. . !, !"-tl!XtLt ... li [Aj] cxiLi ... 

... l~k [Ak] cxkLk)B' b1: [A' j buL','--+ [zli [A"] L"; L\} (l~' [Ad 

B f ft.f<t'A; 2n,ni ,•;, 
X rx 1L1 ... ) b1,('A.]bLL)~ \h·ft./l.i n(n-i)f 

n • -1 I I I ni nj -]_ I I I 

x <lz' [At] r:x,L,., l,; L,j}l, [A.,] r:x,L,) (li ['A.i] r:xiLi, li; 
1 nj r , , B' 1 , (~) 

X Li!} lj (Aj] r:xjLj) ([A](( Al ... A., ... Ajoo•Ak) bt.•A A) II pij II 

X [A.] ((A 1 ... (A;l) A, ... (A;l) Aj ... Ak) 8 b,)) 
I ' ' B' ' ' X·(((L1 ... L, ... Li ... Lk) buL'L") L I (L1 ... (L),) L,. ... (LJi) 

>< 1Li .. .Lj.)8 bLL). (22) 

All the permutations in formulas (20)-(22) pre
serve the increasing order of numbering of par-
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ticles within the shells. PfO moves n to the posi
tion of the last particle in the i-th shell, whose 

i 
number we denote by mi = I; nt; p<.2> shifts n 

t=1 1 

and n-1 into the i-th shell; p(2) takes particle 
n-1 into the i-th shell and part1fcle n into the j-th 
shell, mi < mr 

p(l) = p . 
t n, n-1 ... mi' 

<2> { Pn. n-2 ... m1-1. n-1, n-3 ... m1 (n-mi) odd, 
P, = 

Pn, n-2 ... m1pn-1, n-3 ... m1-1 (n-mi) even, 

<z> f Pn, n-2 ... mi-1,mi-2 ... m1,n-1,n-3 ... mi (n-mJ·) odd, 
P,i = l P n, n-2 ... miP n-1. n-3 ... mi-l. mi-2 ... m; (n-mj) even. 

3. COMPUTATION OF FRACTIONAL 
PARENTAGE COEFFICIENTS 

(23) 

The expressions found for the fractional paren
tage coefficients consist of four factors: 1) a 
normalization factor, 2) parentage coefficients 
for a single shell, 3) matrix elements of transfor
mation matrices of the permutation group, and 
4) matrix elements of transformation matrices of 
the rotation group. [A] = [ A (t)A (2). • • A (m)] of the 
permutation group Sn is given by the formula 

111 

h.= n! D (h, -- hJ I h1! ... hm!, h,. = A.<il +m-i. (24) 
i<j 

Single-shell parentage coefficients for stripping 
off of one _partide for the d and p shells are given 
in[2J and[3J; those for stripping off two particles· 
for the p shell are in [5]. Coefficients for stripping 
of two particles can be found from those for strip
ping off one particle by using the formulas of[5J. 
The transformation matrices for the rotation group 
are studied in detail in the monograph of Yutsis, 
Levinson, and Vanagas, [t3J who also give a com
plete bibliography of available tables of these 
matrices. 

The transformation matrices of the permuta
tion group can be calculated in terms of the 
matrices of the standard Young-Yamanouchi [3 •15] 

representation by using the method developed in 
I.* Let us consider some examples: 

' , I I 

([A.] ((A.1'A2) A.'A.") II P1ll [A.] (('A1A.") A1A2)):=1 h(['A.] ((r1r2) A.'r") 
1',1' 

*Calculations are being made at present of tables of trans
formation matrices of the permutation group which appear in 
the formulas for fractional parentage coefficients of two-shell 
configurations with N = 3-6. Tables are also being prepared 
of coordinate parentage coefficients for vector-uncoupled 
states with numbers of particles from three to six. 

The Yamanouchi symbols in the matrices for 
transition from the standard basis to the non
standard one can be chosen in any convenient 
manner, since the final expression does not de
pend on them. The two transformation matrices 
are found from formulas I (13) and I (8). Condi
tions like I (10): 

are imposed on the symmetry patterns in (25). We 
find the matrix appearing in (12) by choosing as the 
intermediate state the one with the standard pat
tern in the reduction: 

([A] ((AlA~) A.'A.") I [A] (A.l (A.~A.") A2)) 

=~([A] ((r 1 r~) A.'r")! [A.] (r)) ([A.] (r) I [A.] (r 1 (r~r") 'A 2)). 

(r) (27) 

Similarly we find the matrices with more compli
cated reduction types. 

4. COMPUTATION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS 

In those cases where the operators do not de
pend on the spin coordinates, a knowledge of the 
coordinate wave functions is sufficient for com
puting the matrix elements. We start from the 
expression for the antisymmetric total wave func
tion in the form of a sum of products of coordinate 
and spin functions,* symmetrized according to 
associated representations: [3] 

'¥ = _1_ h cpli.J X [i:'J 
VT;. (r) (r) 61 . 

(28) 

Using the orthonormality of the spin functions and 
the expansions (18) and (19), we can express the 
matrix elements of the operators F and G for an 
arbitrary multishell configuration in terms of the 
fractional parentage coefficients and matrix ele
ments for one or two particles. Here, because of 
the identity of the particles or, what amounts to 
the same thing, because of the antisymmetry of 
the total wave function, the operator F can be re
placed by nfn, and G by 1f2 n(n-1)gn-t,n· The 
operator fn acts only on the coordinates of the 
last (n-th) particle, and gn-t,n on the coordinates 
of the last two particles; we shall assume it to be 
a scalar, and denote it simply by g. 

For the matrix elements of the operator F we 
get 

*For nucleons we have a spin-charge function in place of 
the spin function, so in the following formulas we must write 
the isotopic spin T in addition to the spin S in the matrix 
elements. 
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(a [A.] LML~ SMs IF I a [A.] Ilflh ~SM5) 

" = 6 (~SMs, ~SM5) n 2] 2] +(a [A] L {I a' [A' J 
i=l a.'A.'L' A 

x)L', l,.;L)(a'[A']L', li; LMifnla'[A']L', l;; Dff) 

X (a'[/,']L', li;LI};x[A]L). (29) 

To shorten the writing we have omitted the desig
nation of the configurations; the sets of orbital 
quantum numbers which distinguish terms of the 
same type are denoted by a, and the set of spin 
quantum numbers by {3. The matrix elements of 
the operator fn can be determined by using the 
algebra of tensor operators developed by Racah. [16] 

For the scalar operator G we have 
k 

(a [A.] L~S I G I a [A] L~S> = n (n; i) 2] 2] f),' 
i<;;j a.'f.'L'),"L" T 

X (a [A.] L{l a' [A.'] L', ltli [A."] L"; L) 

X (l; lj [A."] L" I g ll;Zi [/,"] L") 

X (a' [A.'] L', l,.li [A."] L"; Ll} a [A] L). (30) 

A detailed description of the computation of orbital 
matrix elements of the operator g can be found, 
for example, in the paper of Elliott and Lane 
(cf.[17J). In the matrix element formulas (29) and 
(30) it is assumed that the same configuration ap
pears on the right and left hand sides. In a similar 
way one can obtain formulas for the nonvanishing 
matrix elements with configurations which differ 
by having one or two particles permuted between 
the shells. 

In conclusion, I thank I. B. Levinson for much 
valuable advice during the course of the work, and 
A. S. Kompaneets and V. G. Neudachtn for discus
sion of the results. 
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